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T

he National Communication Association’s (NCA)
Lumina Foundation-funded Learning Outcomes in
Communication (LOC) project is a multi-year, faculty-

driven initiative designed to articulate the core of the
Communication discipline through a set of learning outcomes.
This project serves to provide a clear articulation of the
relevance of the discipline of Communication on campuses,
in workplaces, and in personal and civic communities. The
LOCs are a critical resource for deans, provosts, and college
and university presidents, for example, as they think about the
significance of Communication for General Education. And,
given the current context of assessment and accountability,
there are a number of stakeholders beyond the academy who
also want to know what graduates with a Communication
degree know, understand, and are able to do with a
Communication degree—from students to parents to employers.
This articulation can help faculty members and campus
administrators provide a clear answer to such inquiries.

A Historical Perspective
on the Communication Discipline
In Novembe r 1914 , on an unseasonably warm Chicago day,
17 Speech teachers voted to formally sever ties with the National
Council of Teachers of English and form their own association, the
National Association of Academic Teachers of Public Speaking (now
NCA). In so doing, these teachers declared that the study and teaching
of Communication was distinct from other disciplines, deserving of its
own institutional and intellectual legitimacy as a discipline within the
context of American higher education. Over the next century, this vision
flourished; Communication is now firmly established as a course of
both undergraduate and graduate study in colleges and universities
across the United States and around the world. At its foundation,
Communication focuses on how people use messages to generate
meanings within and across various contexts, and is the discipline that
studies all forms, modes, media, and consequences of communication
through humanistic, social scientific, and aesthetic inquiry.

The academic study of Communication dates back centuries. For
the ancients, Communication was the study of rhetoric—the art of
persuading others through public speaking and oratory; they believed
that understanding rhetoric was critical for every citizen’s education.
As the ancient Greek rhetorician Isocrates wrote in his famous Antidosis,
“Because there has been implanted in us the power to persuade each
other and to make clear to each other whatever we desire, not only
have we escaped the life of wild beasts, but we have come together
and founded cities and made laws and invented arts; and, generally
speaking, there is no institution devised by man which the power of
speech has not helped us to establish.” Throughout many centuries
of rhetorical study as a liberal art, Isocrates’ words have served
as an enduring reminder of the power of communication, and the
contemporary academic discipline of Communication continues to
promote its effective and ethical practice.
The classical study of rhetoric as a liberal art migrated to U.S. colleges
and universities; Harvard University has long had an endowed chair in
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rhetoric and oratory (the Boylston Chair), for example, and one of the
first professors in that position, John Quincy Adams, authored a two-volume
collection of Lectures on Rhetoric and Oratory in 1810. The development
of the Communication discipline in the United States owes much to this
classical tradition. The mid-20th century expansion and evolution of the
discipline, furthermore, owes much to the emergent interest in the social
sciences that flowered in the post-World War II period. Perplexed by the
power of communication to move entire populations toward fascism and
violence in Europe and Asia, Communication scholars turned to social
scientific methods as a means to understand audiences and message
effects. As the research focus of some Communication scholars shifted, so,
too, did the curriculum in many Communication departments. Joining the
courses in Public Speaking, British and American Public Address, Rhetorical
Theory, Radio Speaking, and the like were new offerings in Interpersonal
Communication, Mass Communication Effects, and Persuasion and Social
Influence. Along with studies of great orators and their rhetoric, graduate
students began producing dissertations that experimentally tested the
power and reach of mass-mediated communication and that surveyed large
audiences for their attitudes toward political communication, for example.
Amidst all of these disciplinary and scholarly changes, Communication
scholars and teachers retained their appreciation for the role and
influence of communication across all aspects of public and private
life. They continue to embrace the ubiquity of communication and are
mindful of the inherent value of communication to meaningful citizenship.
Emerging from the democratic impulse embodied in 19th- and 20thcentury progressivism, this is the pedagogical foundation of the
discipline. Communication cuts across contexts and situations; it is the
relational and collaborative force that strategically constructs the social
world. Knowledge and understanding of communication and strong
communication skills allow people to create and maintain interpersonal
relationships; employers in all sectors seek employees with strong
communication skills; and society needs effective communicators to
support productive civic activity in communities.

Communication
cuts across contexts
and situations; it is
the relational and
collaborative force that
strategically constructs
the social world.

NCA’s

Learning Outcomes
in Communication

among
faculty members about enhancing curricular development in the interest of
improving student learning. They are a starting point for conversations; they
are not exhaustive or prescriptive. They are designed to be adapted by
individual departments and programs based on their particular imperatives
and areas of focus, and they are adaptable to different expectations for level
of accomplishment at different degree levels. The LOCs are a foundation for
effective assessment of student learning.
The LOCs are me ant to stimul ate me aningful conve rsations

A central assumption of these Learning Outcomes in Communication is that
Communication constructs the social world and is relational, collaborative,
strategic, symbolic, and adaptive.
LOC #1: Desc ribe the Communic ation disc ipline and its c e ntr al questions

	Explain the origins of the Communication discipline
	Summarize the broad nature of the Communication discipline
■	Categorize the various career pathways for students of Communication
■	Articulate the importance of communication expertise in career development and civic engagement
■	Examine contemporary debates within the field
■	Distinguish the Communication discipline from related areas of study
■	Identify with intellectual specialization(s) in the Communication discipline
■
■

LOC # 2 :	Employ Communic ation theories, pe rspectives, princ iples, and conc e pts

	Explain Communication theories, perspectives, principles, and concepts
	Synthesize Communication theories, perspectives, principles, and concepts
■	Apply Communication theories, perspectives, principles, and concepts
■	Critique Communication theories, perspectives, principles, and concepts
■
■

LOC # 3 :	Engage in Communic ation inquiry

	Interpret Communication scholarship
■	Evaluate Communication scholarship
■	Apply Communication scholarship
■	Formulate questions appropriate for Communication scholarship
■	Engage in Communication scholarship using the research traditions of the discipline
■	Differentiate between various approaches to the study of Communication
■	Contribute to scholarly conversations appropriate to the purpose of inquiry
■

LOC # 4 : C re ate messages appropriate to the audie nc e , purpose , and conte x t

	Locate and use information relevant to the goals, audiences, purposes and contexts
	Select creative and appropriate modalities and technologies to accomplish communicative goals
■	Adapt messages to the diverse needs of individuals, groups and contexts
■	Present messages in multiple communication modalities and contexts
■	Adjust messages while in the process of communicating
■	Critically reflect on one’s own messages after the communication event
■
■

LOC # 5 : C ritic ally analyze messages

	Identify meanings embedded in messages
■	Articulate characteristics of mediated and non-mediated messages
■	Recognize the influence of messages
■	Engage in active listening
■	Enact mindful responding to messages
■

LOC # 6 : Demonstr ate the abilit y to accomplish communic ative goals ( se lf - e ffic ac y)

	Identify contexts, situations and barriers that impede communication self-efficacy
■	Perform verbal and nonverbal communication behaviors that illustrate self-efficacy
■	Articulate personal beliefs about abilities to accomplish communication goals
■	Evaluate personal communication strengths and weaknesses
■

LOC # 7:	Apply e thic al communic ation princ iples and pr actic es

	Identify ethical perspectives
■	Explain the relevance of various ethical perspectives
■	Articulate the ethical dimensions of a communication situation
■	Choose to communicate with ethical intention
■	Propose solutions for (un)ethical communication
■	Evaluate the ethical elements of a communication situation
■

LOC # 8 :	Utilize communic ation to embr ac e diffe re nc e

	Articulate the connection between communication and culture
■	Recognize individual and cultural similarities and differences
■	Appreciate individual and cultural similarities and differences
■	Respect diverse perspectives and the ways they influence communication
■	Articulate one’s own cultural standpoint and how it affects communication and world view
■	Demonstrate the ability to be culturally self-aware
■	Adapt one’s communication in diverse cultural contexts
■

LOC # 9 :	Influe nc e public discourse

	Explain the importance of communication in civic life
■	Identify the challenges facing communities and the role of communication in resolving those challenges
■	Frame local, national and/or global issues from a Communication perspective
■	Evaluate local, national and/or global issues from a Communication perspective
■	Utilize communication to respond to issues at the local, national, and/or global level
■	Advocate a course of action to address local, national and/or global issues from a Communication perspective
■	Empower individuals to promote human rights, human dignity and human freedom
■
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